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Tiered instruction
• Information literacy
– Research is inquiry
– Searching involves strategic exploration
– Information is valuable
• Reduce research anxiety
•
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• Find a book

class length:
70-100 minutes

• Circ desk + services
• Article click through
• Consult librarian

LIBRARY LAUNCH
how did we manage to get into every class?

Tailored for specific topics
Traditional library advocates
First Year Experience Summit
Support resources for faculty
Optional follow-up sessions

WHY GO PAPERLESS?
•
•

•

Sustainability
Save librarian time & energy
Mobile activity
– Qualitative information

– Shareable results

WHY GO PAPERLESS?

Summon + VuFind = Mosaic
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what do we want and need the tech to do?

randomization

upload images
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THE ACTIVITY

CONCERNS

how many students have access to a mobile device?

work in pairs
or groups

could use a
computer

iPads
available

ADA

SOCIAL MEDIA SOLUTIONS

#thecarlb

#inq2014
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SELFIES!

FINDINGS & ISSUES
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listenin’ is
hard!
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hard!

working
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vs.
mobile
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GOING PAPERLESS

• Engagement

• Address ADA issues

• Sustainability

• Re-write instructions

• Social Media connections

• Tagboard alternative

• Less work

QUESTIONS?

DESIGN RESOURCES
•

•
•

Jorn Utzon, Architect, Unbuilt Paper Factory Proposal, Morocco 1947
Seier+Seier
Flickr Creative Commons License

A Visit or by Lee May Foster-Wilson
• Creature Comforts blog
•

•
•
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